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Abstract: The processes involving plasma-material interactions in magnetic fusion devices 
are very multifaceted and include a wide spectrum of phenomena ranging from plasma 
recycling and transport of hydrogen species in the wall material to the modification of wall 
properties, surface morphology, and dust formation which, being ejected from the wall, can 
have crucial impact on plasma performance [1, 2]. Here we present the results of our studies 
of some issues related to the plasma-material interactions: (i) modeling of the role of the first 
wall outgassing on H-mode pedestal re-healing after the ELM crashes in DIII-D; (ii) transport 
of hydrogen (H) species in co-deposits; (iii) hydrogen outgassing from tungsten (W) surface; 
(iv) an impact of W dust on ITER plasma performance. We demonstrate that: (i) re-healing of 
particle content in H-mode pedestal after ELM crash in DIII-D is completely determined by 
the outgassing of divertor plates; (ii) transport of H in co-deposits, which are characterized by 
continues spectrum of traps, depending on the regime, can be described either by non-linear 
or fractional diffusion equations; (iii) Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations of H desorption 
from W surface show that the Tersoff potential for H-W interactions overestimates three-
body interactions at tungsten surface and should be adjusted to reproduce experimental 
features of hydrogen desorption as molecules; (iv) Modeling of W dust injection into ITER 
shows that it can result in pronounced impact on both core and edge plasma performance and 
W concentration at Ψnorm=0.95 reaches potentially dangerous level ~10-5 for the dust mass 
injection rate ~1 mg/s. 

I. Modeling of the role of the first wall outgassing on H-mode pedestal re-healing after 
the ELM crashes in DIII-D 
In steady-state operational regimes of magnetic fusion devices, plasma particle flux to 
divertor targets and main chamber wall is virtually completely compensated by the processes 
of hydrogen backscattering and outgassing from material surfaces. (We are not considering 
here so-called “zero-recycling” regimes with Lithium walls where practically no hydrogen 
outgassing occurs [3]). One can say that under such conditions the wall is in ”equilibrium” 
with plasma. We note that reaching such equilibrium condition requires rather long time 
where wall gets strongly saturated with hydrogen.  

However, the boundary plasma in the high-confinement mode (H-mode) of a tokamak 
operation exibits the repetitive transient events, ELMs, in which large amounts of plasma 
energy and particles are expelled from the confined plasma region in a very short time 
interval ~1 ms. In a giant type-I ELM on DIII-D, the deuterium losses of pedestal plasma can 
be as high as 25%, up to 

� 

ΔNped ~ 3×10
20 particles, which is much larger the amount of 

particles (

� 

NSOL+div ~ 7 ×10
19) residing in the SOL and divertor regions before the ELM [4]. 

One can expect that such enomous increase in plasma density in SOL and divertor 
(

� 

η = ΔNped /NSOL+div ≈ 4 ) on a millisecond time scale would result in an abrupt divertor 
plasma detachment, X-point MARFE and even discharge discruption. However, it does not 
happens in experiment. Instead, majority of particles expelled from the pedestal appears to be 
absorbed by divertor taregets due to breaking of the wall-plasma “equilibrium” conditions 
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caused by both strong increase of both plasma flux to the targets and the energy of ions 
impinging on the surface [4].  
 Experimental data show that after ELM crash the rehealing of a good confinement in 
pedestal occurs on the time-scales much shorter than the replanishing of number of particles 
there. One can see it from Fig. 1 (b), where steady increase of the number of pedestal 
particles starts (on the time scale shown in Fig. 1) virtually just after the ELM crash. As a 
result, the time of replanishing of the number of particles in the pedestal is, in a ballpark, 
determind by the wall outgassing processes.  
 In order to understand the physics, envolved in such complex and dynamic behavior 
of the coupled plasma-wall interactions the simulations with the UEDGE-MB code [35] 
extended to incorporate necessary wall processes were performed in [11]. 

The UEDGE-MB is the 2-D multi-
fluid transport code, which 
incorporates the Macro-Blob 
approach [5] for the modeling of 
intermittent non-diffusive transport 
due to filamentary coherent 
structures observed during ELMs. 
In Ref. 4 the 1-D heat conduction 
equation and 0-D model for 
plasma-wall particle exchange 
were implemented for each 
material boundary cell of the 
modeling domain of the UEDGE-
MB code to monitor both wall 
temperature and hydrogen 
inventory.  

By fitting the temporal 
evolution of incremental inventory 
of deuterium in the wall and the 
inventory of deuterium in plasma 
pedestal, Fig. 1, (deduced from 
Thomson Scattering system and 

the set of interferometers), 

� 

Dα  and CIII filterscopes, IR TV camera data, bolometers, etc. the 
following conclusions were made: i) near-surface layers of graphite divertor targets are  

supersaturated with deuterium 
(deuterium density is of the order 
of the graphite density); ii) relative 
variation of deuterium inventory in 
the wall during the ELM cycle 
does not exceed 7%; iii) pedestal 
density recovery and, therefore, 
ELM period, are controlled by the 
wall outgassing in the case of large 
ELMs and SOL and divertor 
transport in the case of small 

ELMs; iv) main mechanism of wall outgassing is stimulated desorption with averaged 
desorption coefficient ~0.05, which is in a reasonable agreement with MD simulations from 
Ref. 6. 

 
Fig. 1. Dynamics of: incremental inventory of 

deuterium in the wall (a) and inventory of deuterium 
in plasma (b) in type-I ELMy DIII-D discharge. Units 
are in 1020 particles. Dots are experimental data and 

solid lines are the simulation results. 

 
Fig. 2. Relative fractions of particles expelled from the 
pedestal resigning in SOL and divertor and absorbed 

by the wall for relatively small (

� 

η ≈ 2) and large 
(

� 

η ≈ 4 ) ELMs. 
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Simulations of small ELMs, which are characterized by relatively a small amount of 
particles expelled from the pedestal (

� 

η ≈ 2) show that for this case only small fraction of 
expelled particles are absorbed by the wall, while the majority of particles resides in the SOL 
and divertor volumes just after the ELM (see Fig. 2). In this case the replenishing of pedestal 
density is, in ballpark, determined by both plasma and neutral gas transport in the SOL and 
divertor. 

Thus, we see that the coupled evolution of the boundary plasma and material wall is 
very important because it implies that the physics of wall loading and outgassing has strong 
impact on the fusion plasma performance. In DIII-D case the temporal evolution of boundary 
plasma parameters and the characteristics of transient events in long-pulse next-step fusion 
devices might be greatly influenced by the wall physics and the choice of wall materials. 
 
II. Transport of hydrogen species in co-deposits. Usually modelling of hydrogen in 
material is performed with 1D reaction-diffusion equations (which take into account 
hydrogen diffusion and trapping-detrapping processes) and some boundary conditions at the 
surfaces. In most cases only two-three traps with different trapping energy are considered. 
However, in fusion devices majority of retained hydrogen is accumulated in a co-deposited 
material [7-9]. Such material may have traps characterized by a large variety of trapping 
energies. In this case a more appropriate way for the description of hydrogen transport could 
be based on a continuum kinetic model of the population of traps over activation energy 
(broadband distribution), E, assuming that de-trapping energy spectrum, 

! 

PE("), is known 
(here 

! 

" = E /T, T is the wall temperature) [10]. For the case of a broadband trap distribution 
the transport of a trace particle can be analyzed with the theory of random walk on a lattice 
with varying waiting time, 

! 

", given by the probability function, 

! 

P" (") , (e.g. see Ref. 11). 
This probability function can be expressed in terms of 

! 

PE(") as follows 

! 

P"(") = f(" /"E) /"E{ }PE(#)d#0
$
% , where 

! 

"E = "0 exp(#) , 

! 

"0 is the normalization constant, and 
the function 

! 

f(" /"E)  describes the contribution to the waiting time distribution from one kind 
of traps with the energy E:

! 

P"(",E) = f(" /"E) /"E ). For 

! 

PE(") = #exp($#") we find 

! 

P" (" #$)% "&(1+')  [10], which for 

! 

0 < " < 1 and the simple cubic lattice with size   

! 

! , 
corresponds to the sub-diffusion process [5] resulting in a power-law time dependence of the 
outgassing flux: 

! 

"H(t)# t
$(1$% / 2) . Recalling recent results on the outgassing dynamics in 

JET and Tor Supra showing 

! 

"H(t)# t
$0.7 [8, 9], we can conclude that within our approach 

these experimental results can be explained with exponential trapping spectrum for 

! 

" = 0.6 
[10]. In more general nonlinear case, where some traps can be occupied, we need to consider 
kinetic equations describing both free and trapped hydrogen 
 

! 

"nfr /"t = D#2nfr $ d% Ktrnfr & $ f( ) $ 'd(%)f{ }( ,     (1) 

! 

"f /"t = Ktrnfr # $ f( ) $ %d(&)f ,       (2) 
where !(")  is the distribution function of traps over trapping energy so that the trap’s density 
can be expressed as Ntr = !(")d# " ; f(!, !r, t)  is the distribution function of the population of 
these traps with hydrogen so that the density of trapped hydrogen is ntr (

!r, t) = f(!, !r, t)d!" ; D 
and   

! 

nfr (! r ,t)  are the diffusion coefficient and the density of free hydrogen; Ktr  and 

! 

"d(#) = ˆ " d exp($#) are correspondingly the rate constant and frequency of hydrogen trapping 
and de-trapping processes (here 

! 

ˆ " d is the normalization constant and we assume that Ktr  
does not depend on ! ). We notice that Eq. (1) can be substituted with the equation describing 
the balance of total hydrogen density, 

! 

NH = nfr + ntr : 

! 

"NH /"t = D#2nfr .         (3) 
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We will consider Eq. (1-3) under the following assumptions: i) we will assume that 
!(") = #Ntr exp($#") , where ! <1  is an adjustable parameter; ii) density of free hydrogen is 
smaller than the trapped one,

! 

NH " nfr >> ntr , since the opposite case is trivial, see Eq. (3); 
iii) hydrogen density is much smaller than the density of traps, NH <Ntr ; iv) trap density is 
relatively small, so that !tr "KtrNtr < !̂d ; v) scale length of hydrogen density variation, ! , 

and, therefore, effective diffusion time of free hydrogen, !" ~ "
2 / D , are large enough so 

that re-trapping of free hydrogen is vital for the hydrogen dynamics !tr"# >1 , in opposite 
case hydrogen flux will be simply determined by the de-trapping process of initial 
distribution of trapped hydrogen. If we ignore the impact of free hydrogen diffusion, than the 
system (1, 2) will approach with time the equilibrium relation between free and trapped 
hydrogen densities for equilibrium condition, 

! 

nfr( )eq  and 

! 

ntr( )eq , as well as the condition 

ensuring inequality 

! 

NH " ntr( )eq >> nfr( )eq  

! 

ntr( )eq /Ntr = "# /sin("#){ } $tr / ˆ $ d( )# nfr( )eq /Ntr( )# , 

! 

NH /Ntr < ("tr / ˆ " d)# /(1$#) < 1, (4) 

From Eq. (2) we find a formal general solution for the distribution function 

f = f0 exp ! Ktr"(t)! #dt( ){ }+ d $t %Ktr
d"( $t )
d $t

exp ! Ktr "(t)!"( $t )( )! #d(t ! $t )&' (){ }
0

t
* ,  (5) 

where 

! 

"(t) = nfr ( # t )d # t 0
t
$  and   

! 

f0(",! r ) # f(",! r ,t = 0) . And from Eq. 5, being interested in the 

transport of hydrogen on the time scale much longer than !̂d
"1 , we find  

! 

ntr
Ntr

exp Ktr"(t){ }ˆ # d
$ = %(1+ $)

d & t 
(t ' & t )$

d
d & t 

exp Ktr"( & t ){ }
0

t
( )

*$
sin(*$)

+$

+t$
exp Ktr"(t){ }. (6) 

However, in so general representation Eq. (6) is actually intractable. Therefore, next we will 
consider some limiting cases, which allow both significant simplification of hydrogen 
transport equation and answering some practical questions. First we notice that for the case 
where the hydrogen density is rather small, so that 

! 

Ktrnfr"t < 1, where !t  is the characteristic 
time of the variation of free hydrogen density, Eq. (6) can be simplified and assuming 

! 

ntr > nfr  finally gives 

 !"NH
!t"

=
sin(#")
#"

D$̂d
"

$tr
%2NH .       (7) 

The applicability limit of Eq. (7) set by inequality 

! 

Ktrnfr"t < 1 for hydrogen transport in a 
sample with characteristic scale length, ! , can be evaluated by noticing that Eq. (3) gives the 
following estimate 

! 

ntr /"t ~ nfr /#$ . Estimating !t  from the sub-diffusion equation (7) we 
find 

! 

"t # $SD($% ) ~ ˆ & d
'1(&tr$% )1/( , and, therefore, Eq. (7) can be used for the case where 

 

! 

NH /Ntr < ("tr#$ )%1 < ("tr / ˆ " d)& /(1%&) < 1.      (8) 
We notice that once inequalities (8) are satisfied we automatically have a strong re-trapping 
of free hydrogen !t"tr >1  and can neglect nonlinear term 

! 

" nfrf  in the right hand side of Eq. 
(1, 2) so that we are coming to the case describing a random walk with a power-law waiting 
time distribution resulting in a sub-diffusion process [10]. Analyzing Eq. (5) for the case 

! 

Ktrnfr"t > 1 we notice that since Ktr!(t)>1 , we can expand the difference !(t)"!( #t )  in the 
exponent of Eq. (5) and evaluate d!( "t ) / d "t  at !t = t . As a result, after some algebra, we come 
to 

! 

ntr " ntr( )eq  and  
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! 

"NH /"t = #D(ˆ $ d /$tr ) sin(%#) /%#( )1/#&' NH /Ntr( )(1(#) /#&NH{ }.            (9) 

In other words, for 

! 

Ktrnfr"t > 1, the densities ntr  and 

! 

nfr  abide by the quasi-steady-state 
relation (4). This is not surprising, since from Eq. (1, 2) one sees that equilibrium distribution 
function can only be reached for 

! 

Ktrnfr"t > 1. It is possible to show that the applicability of 
Eq. (9) is bounded by the following inequalities 

! 

("tr#$ )%1 < NH /Ntr < ("tr / ˆ " d)& /(1%&) < 1.                (10) 
Comparing Eq. (8, 10) we find that sub- and nonlinear- diffusion equations (7, 9) are 
applicable for relatively low and high hydrogen density respectively [11]. 

III. Hydrogen outgassing from tungsten surface. In the context of hydrogen transport and 
outgassing from the solids, hydrogen desorption from a solid surface is usually described as 
desorption of hydrogen molecules formed by recombination of adsorbed hydrogen atoms on 
surface. Hydrogen desorption flux, !H , is then described as a second-order kinetic process 

!H =Krecns
2 , where Krec  is hydrogen recombination constant at the surface, which is 

usually described in Arrhenius’s form Krec = K̂rec exp(!Erec / T) , and ns  is hydrogen 
surface density. We notice that such expression for the outgassing rate implies uncorrelated 
distribution of hydrogen atoms on the surface.  However, experimental data show large 
discrepancies for both K̂rec  and Erec  as well as contradictory temperature dependencies 
[12]. In addition, several binding states for adsorbed hydrogen on tungsten surface were 
observed in thermodesorption experiments and desorption kinetic order may be different 
from two [13]. Here we addressing the issue of hydrogen transport on and desorption from 
tungsten surface with MD simulations including temperature accelerated dynamics (TAD) 
[14]. In particular, TAD was used in the case of computationally demanding hydrogen 
transport with W-H Tersoff interatomic potential proposed in [15]. We start with analysis of 
hydrogen binding energy, Eb(x, y) , on tungsten surface (we keep tungsten temperature close 
to 0K by applying dumping viscous force). We used original W-H Tersoff interatomic 
potential from [15]. For <100> tungsten surface we found several sites with local maximum 
of binding energy (see Fig. 3). Three of them have very similar values: Eb = 2.39 eV , at the 
bridge site (B), Eb = 2.35 eV  at the three-fold hollow site (T), Eb = 2.4 eV  at the orthohedral 
site (O). In addition to that there are several rather narrow maxima (D) with Eb !1.9 eV . For 
<110> surface we find Eb =1.6 eV , Eb = 2.35 eV , and Eb = 2.4 eV  B, T, and O sites 
correspondingly. These data are in agreement with both binding energy found with LEPS 
potential for <100> B-site, Eb = 2.4 eV in [16] and, taking into account experimental 
uncertainties, experimental values of the activation energy Edes = 2.9 eV  for hydrogen 
desorption as single atom from polycrystalline tungsten [17]. Next we studied hydrogen 
transport on tungsten surface. TAD simulations with one hydrogen atom on tungsten surface 
were then used to analyze hydrogen transitions between adsorption sites, and to estimate 
activation energy of these transitions with the nudged elastic band (NEB) method. For 
temperatures 500K and 1200K, TAD have been performed on <100> surface, revealing one 
additional site (T2) with local maximum Eb = 2.15 eV . Activation energy of hydrogen 
transition between local adsorption sites estimated with NEB method show that the transition 
(T)! (B) has the highest activation energy ~0.55 eV. Activation energies for other 
transitions do not exceed 0.35 eV and is particularly weak (below 0.1 eV) for (D)! (T2). 
Transitions between adsorption sites occur only between spatially adjacent states, and 
hydrogen atoms can thus only migrate from one lattice cell to an adjacent one through (B) 
sites. It suggests that the diffusion of hydrogen on <100> surface is limited by hydrogen 
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migration from (T) to (B) sites, and that the activation energy for diffusion Eb ! 0.55 eV . 
However, transition barriers between adsorption sites other than (B) sites are lower than 
barriers for transitions toward (B) sites, and therefore hydrogen atoms will mostly explore 
sites (T, T2, O, D) before exploring (B) sites. These observations suggest that diffusion 
process of hydrogen atom on <100> surface might be more complex than diffusion modeled 
by single hydrogen hop from one lattice cell to another one. But no further quantitative 
analysis of adsorption sites and diffusion process can be reasonably performed without better 
validation of the W-H interatomic potential. For instance, existence of (D) sites is 
questionable regarding their narrowness, and may be due to cut-off effects in interatomic 
potential. Despite uncertainties in interatomic potential, comparison of adsorption site 
properties to experimental observations shows that W-H interatomic potential used in MD 
may still well describe at least main features of adsorption sites on W surfaces, in particular 
effects of many adsorptions sites in one lattice cell on hydrogen diffusion. Finally, we 
consider hydrogen molecular desorption from tungsten surfaces. We find that molecular 
desorption is not well described by the W-H Tersoff interatomic potential proposed in [10] 
(instead we observe desorption of single hydrogen atoms), and three-body interactions 
parameters of this potential, which describe effects of tungsten environment on hydrogen 
recombination, should be adjusted to qualitatively reproduce main features of hydrogen 
recombination into H2. For relatively large tungsten surface coverage, ! , with hydrogen we 
observe hydrogen clustering on surface (Fig. 4), which is solely due to nonlinear interactions 
of an ensemble of hydrogen atoms with tungsten lattice (inter-hydrogen distance exceeds the 
cut-off radius of H-H interaction). This can explain experimentally observed sudden 
variations of desorption characteristics as a function of the hydrogen surface coverage [17]. 
Hydrogen clustering also suggests that kinetic of hydrogen desorption from tungsten surface 
may be not always second-order.  

  
Fig. 3. Hydrogen binding energy Eb(x, y)  

[eV] on <100> tungsten surface. 
Fig. 4. Hydrogen clusters (red) on <100> 

tungsten surface, ! = 0.1 , T=1500 K. 
 
IV. Modeling of W dust injection into ITER plasma. High heat fluxes to Plasma Facing 
Components (PFCs) in next generation tokamaks can lead to damage and ejection of PFC 
material into plasma in form of solid dust or liquid droplets. Recent experiments suggest that 
ejected material, especially high-Z, can significantly impact plasma performance in fusion 
devices. Recent QSPA-Kh50 experiment [18] suggest tungsten dust production rate by Edge 
Localized Modes (ELMs) in ITER can be up to 1g/s. Therefore, it is important to investigate 
what impact ejected high-Z PFC material will have in ITER. To do it we performed the 
modeling of W dust injection into ITER with UEDGE-DUSTT package [19]. The dust 
production and ejection into plasma from ITER divertor are modeled with continuous 
injection of tungsten dust grains of radius Rd=1, 10, and 100 μm from divertor target plates 
with various dust mass injection rates ranging from 1 mg/s to 300 mg/s. The dust injection 
flux is distributed across the inner and outer divertor plates in poloidal direction 
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proportionally to the plasma heat load profile on the plates. This allows mimicking non-
uniform damage of divertor target material leading to dust production. Velocities of the 
injected dust grains had cosine angular distribution with respect to the divertor plates surface 
normal direction and had Maxwellian distribution of speed with average value of 10 m/s, 
which typical by order of magnitude to initial speed of ejected dust observed in tokamaks and 
QSPA experiments [18].  

As a dust grain quickly heats and evaporates in fusion plasmas, it is practically always 
surrounded by ablation material cloud that shields the grain from plasma. The dust shielding 
by ablation cloud associated with particle collisional scattering, ionization, and radiative 
energy losses can significantly affect plasma heat and particle fluxes to dust grains and their 
propagation in fusion plasma. It was found that shielding effects become important for grain 
sizes larger than (Rd)crit which for tungsten dust in typical SOL plasma conditions was 
evaluated to be ~10 µm [20]. The currently employed in the DUSTT code model of dust 
charging and heating in plasma is based on the Orbital Motion Limiter (OML) theory, which 
neglects the impact of plasma particle collisions in the ablation cloud. To represent the effects 
of shielding in the modeling an ad hoc shielding factor, γ, is used to reduce plasma fluxes to  
sufficiently large dust grains. Recent theoretical treatment of the shielding effects of high-Z 
material dust estimates γ~0.1 for 10 µm tungsten dust in SOL plasmas [21]. In the present 
modeling, no shielding was assumed for Rd =1 μm dust (γ=1.0), while for Rd=100 μm dust 
γ=0.1 was used according to the theoretical shielding estimates, and for  Rd=10 μm both the 
shielded (γ=0.1) and the unshielded (γ =1.0) cases were run. 

The importance of dust shielding is illustrated in Fig. 5, where radiation profiles of 
tungsten impurities in ITER divertor are shown for 60 mg/s of 10 µm dust injection cases 
without (γ=1.0) and with (γ=0.1) shielding. One can see that in case with the shielding (Fig. 
5b) the W radiation power is much larger in hot plasma region near the separatrix and in the 
core, as compared to the unshielded case (Fig. 5a).  This is due to the shielding allowing the 
injected dust grains propagate deeper into the hot plasma before their complete evaporation, 
leading to higher concentrations and stronger radiation of W in the plasma. For comparison, 
the simulated total W radiated power in the case with shielding of 46 MW is almost twice of 
26 MW without the shielding. Ablation of shielded dust grains deeper in the plasma also 
leads to somewhat lower impurity radiation in colder plasma in the vicinity of the wall, as 
seen from comparison of Fig. 5(b) and (a). 

The total W radiated power as 
function of the dust mass injection 
rate is shown in Fig. 6 for the four 
simulated dust injection scenarios. 
One can see in this figure that dust 
shielding plays more important role 
for dust impact on plasma than dust 
size for a same dust mass injection 
rate. At the low injection rates of less 
than 10 mg/s of tungsten dust, the W 
radiated power scales linearly with 
the rate for all the simulated dust 
parameters. At these rates, the 

shielding led to ~4 times increase of the total radiated power for 10 µm dust. At ~10 mg/s for 
the shielded cases and ~30 mg/s for the unshielded the W radiated power starts to level off 
indicating substantial dust impact on the edge plasma. With the injection of more than 100 
mg/s of shielded tungsten and more than half of the total heating power radiated by dust 
induced W we observed signs of thermal plasma collapse. The density of tungsten ions 

 
Fig. 5. W radiation patterns in ITER-like divertor for 

60 mg/s, 10 µm tungsten dust injection with  (no 
shielding) (a) and  (b). 
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relative to the hydrogen plasma density at the core-edge interface is shown in Fig. 7 as 
function of the dust injection rate. One can see that the core relative W concentration 
practically linearly increases with the dust injection rate, except for the higher rates, >10-30 
mg/s, where the increase is slightly faster than linear. As was mentioned above, the simulated 
core plasma density begins to decrease for the dust injection rate >10-30 mg/s. Accordingly, 
the total quantity of the tungsten impurity ions in the core-edge plasma starts to level off for 
such rates, while being practically proportional to the dust injection rate at the lower rates. As 
one can see in Fig. 7, the values of tungsten impurity relative concentration, CW, of ~10-5, 
which can significantly limit ITER operational regimes to the point of no ignition possible 
[22], are already reached at the dust injection rates of order of a few mg/s for the larger, ≥10 
μm, shielded dust grains. Let us recall that dust production from ELMs in ITER can be as 
high as 1 g/s according to the estimates from QSPA-Kh50 [18] experiment data. Such high 
tungsten dust injection rates would prevent normal plasma discharge operation in ITER. 

   
Fig. 6. Relative W radiation power as the 

function of dust mass injection rate. 
Fig. 7. CW at the core-edge interface for the 

simulated dust injection scenarios. 
Thus, we find that W concentration at Ψnorm=0.95 already reaches potentially 

dangerous level ~10-5 for the dust mass injection rate S~1 mg/s. Significant radiation loss 
from computational domain (~30-50 Mw, about a half of this is radiated from 0.95≤Ψnorm≤1) 
is reached at much larger injection rate S~30 mg/s. This strong radiation loss is accompanied 
by ~20% reduction of both plasma density and pressure at the separatrix, however, the 
variation of peak heat load at the target is small.  
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